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Advanced Case Solutions are the embodiment of Peli-Hardigg proficiencies across materials science, packaging engineering, project management and manufacturing. As the inventors of the industry standard cushioning curve formula, innovators in case design and experts in protecting high-tech military equipment – few challenges are beyond our capabilities. Our products have protected the most sensitive, state-of-the-art technologies deployed around the globe under the most exacting conditions by military, private sector and industrial customers. We are experts at Mission Critical success.
Advanced Case Solutions are the result of a multi-disciplinary, four-stage process. Working closely with you (or your product engineers) our own engineers can customise every point of the protective system from shock and vibration attenuation to impact protection and operational logistics according to your product specifications, usage and environmental analysis.

Our internal teams have long-term experience in designing everything from simple foam cushions to extremely complex metal structures for use in dramatically diverse shipment, storage, and use conditions – including military deployments and combat situations. From deck-mounted equipment to bezel-mounted electronics with integrated exhaust fans to cases with multiple access points and interface portals or extended-profile customisations – no case requirement is beyond our capabilities.

In extreme temperatures, undergoing radical oscillation or direct impact, surrounded by water, chemicals or fine dust particulates – your product is protected inside our Advanced Case Solution. We control every stage of the process to ensure integrated performance of your part and our protective solution, from interior stabilisation to exterior hardware.

Investing in an Advanced Case Solution ensures your Mission Critical operations will not fail, whether it’s lives or livelihoods on the line.
The final step in our customisation process is the application of an Advanced Case Solution Authenticity mark. This guarantees that every installation, part, accessory and design feature within your Advanced Custom Case Solutions product not only meets your needs but also lives up to our own Mission Critical standards. Equipment failure is not an option. The use of other aftermarket services and accessories voids this authenticity and jeopardises your mission success. It is our firm belief that to protect best, we must protect completely. Only authentic Peli-Hardigg Advanced Case Solutions™, quality controlled by our experienced engineering team from design through installation, can deliver Mission Critical guaranteed performance.

PELI-HARDIGG™ GLOBAL SOLUTIONS

COORDINATED GLOBAL SYSTEM

Advanced Case Solutions demonstrate the optimisation of our extensive capabilities. Only our award winning engineering, dedicated technical packaging specialists and highly experienced case dealers can coordinate with the largest selection of standard case sizes in the industry from multiple factory and design center locations. The integrated and responsive system seamlessly manages projects with the industry’s most agile, dependable and quality-controlled custom case development.

ADVANCED CASE CENTERS

Our innovative Advanced Case Centers exemplify our versatility as regional resources linking customers of every size with our full scope of capabilities.
- Regional design and fabrication
- High-agile cross-trained teams
- Direct field and customer support
- Localised customer service
- Precision team cutting
- Integration and kitting

ADVANCED TECHNICAL SALES SUPPORT

Peli-Hardigg sales representatives are the leading advisors in the field, with experience in origination through delivery for every scale program from significant military projects to high-complexity, single-unit customisations.
- Factory trained technical sales team
- Dedicated major programs group
- Multi-disciplined core dealer network

AWARD-WINNING PACKAGE ENGINEERING

Indisputably the top packaging engineering in the industry, our teams include the innovators of packaging formula, techniques and processes across every level of protective case development.
- Industry standard design team
- Experienced project management
- Significant mil-spec design capabilities
- Direct factory-to-customer support

INDUSTRY-LEADING MANUFACTURING

Unmatched agility and responsiveness across multiple manufacturing facilities provide an advanced quality control and cohesive production process for quick turnarounds and on-time delivery.
- Multiple manufacturing sites
- Largest selection of injection and roto case sizes
- Extensive internal metal-working capabilities
- Inhouse test laboratory
- Government fast article on-site approvals
- Extensive Government Contract administration

THE MARK OF MISSION CRITICAL CONFIDENCE

Our Guarantee of Performance
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CUSTO CASE ENGINEERING

Only Peli-Hardigg offers every customer the optimised global resources of a renowned injection and roto-moulded case leader’s customised service and manufacturing capabilities. The resulting ability to respond with speed and agility benefits every Advanced Case Solutions customer, whether requiring one unique case solution or a thousand delivered worldwide. Every facet-of customisation from project management, customer relations, logistics, testing, engineering support and prototyping through final fabrication is handled within a comprehensive system to assure that failure is not an option. This unique approach brings a global presence to a regionalised dynamic to meet your custom solution needs.

Mission Critical operations are defined as those where equipment failure is simply not an option; where preventing the snowball effect of a single breakdown means stopping potentially catastrophic failures down the line.

Today’s investment in the exacting protection of an Advanced Case Solutions custom protective case pays off with Mission Critical equipment reliability over time.
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